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COMPARISONS OF COMPIfrED AND MEASURED THREE-DIMENSIONAL
_ITY FI_,r'JS IN A MOI_RED TWO.STROKE ENGINE

-

Anthony A. Amsden, Peter J. O'Rourke, and T. Dan_,el Butler
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

Keith Meintjes and Todd D. Fansler
General Motors Research Laboratories, WarTen, M1

ABSTRACT

Computer simulations are compared with measurements of the three-
dimensional, unsteady scavenging flows of a motored two-stroke engine. Laser
Doppler velocimetry measurements were made on a modified Suzuki DT-85 ported
engine. Calculations were performed using KIVA-3, a computer program that
efficiently solves the intake and exhaust port flows along with those in the
cylinder. Measured and computed cylinder pressures and velcOties are
compared. Pressures agree well over the cycle as do the velecities at the intake ,
ports. In-cylinder velocities differ in detail, but the tumbling motion in the
cylinder is well replicated in a vertical plane passing through the cylinder axis.

INTRODUCTION"

Over the past _everal years, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been
increasingly accepted as an adjunct to experimentation in the design and
understanding of practical combustion systems. A major goal in the engine
modeling effort, the calculation of three-dimensional ermine flows with spray and
combustion, was realized in 1987.1, 2 Since that time, three-dimensional studies

with spray and/or combustion have become commonplace in the literature. 3-9 A
recent patent for a high-turbulence piston design specifically identifies three-

dimensional computer simulation for making the inver, tion possible. 10

Analyzing the scavenging flows of an operating two-stroke engine presents
another opportunity for advancement in the sophistication and
comprehensiveness of computational models and their associated verification
experiments. This is a particularly challenging area in which experiment and
modeling can play complementary roles in the desigrJ process, because the
calculations can readily give information on scavenging that cannot be obtained
experimentally. However, calculating these flows necessitates simultaneously
solving for the flows in the connecting intake and exhaust channels as well as the
cylinder. Flows in these channels strongly affect the scavenging process and

cannot, in general, be supplied merely as boundary conditions to the in-cylinder
flows. This paper presents the results of a combined theoretical and experimental
study of a Suzuki DT-85 crankcase-compression, loop-scavenged, two-stroke
engine operating in a motored (non-firing) mode. The purpose is to see how well



the computations replicate the experiment in a cylinder geometry modified to
permit optical access.

The measur_ ements give a quantitative picture of the air flow velocities and
chamber pressures during the engine cycle. Ensemble-averaged velocities are
measured by laseI: Doppler velocimetry (LDV) at up to 72 in-cylinder locations at 5°
crank angle intervals and at 26 points on port-cylinder interfaces at 1° intervals.
The crankcase, cylinder and exhaust pressures were recorded simultaneously at
0.5°-crank angle intervals.

The calculations were performed with KIVA-311, which solves the Navier-
Stokes equations for three-dimensional compressible fluid flow supplemented by a
two-equation turbulence model. The equations solved, their finite difference
approximation, and the numerical solution procedure are the same as those of

Fd-VA-II.12,13 In particular, a standard version of the k-e turbulence model is

used, supplemented by volumetric expansion effects. Boundary layer drag and
wall heat loss are calculated by matching to turbulent law-of-the-wall profiles.

KIVA-3 differs from KIVA-II in that it uses a block structured grid. The

departure from a single rectangular structure in (ij,k) logical space allows
complex geometries to be modeled with significantly greater efficiency than was I

previously possible because large regions of deactivated cells are no longer
necessary. A detailed description of KIVA-3 will be provided in a forthcoming

reportll that discusses the program features, the input required from a mesh
generation code, and the output it provides to a graphics postprocessor.

We first describe the engine, its modifications, and the LDV
instrumentation system used at General Motors Research Laboratories to map
the flows responsible for the scavenging. Next we show the KIVA-3 computing
mesh used in the simulations and discuss the computational parameters used in
the program. The computed results are presented along side the experimental
results, and the points of agreement and disagreement are discussed.

EXPERIMENt

Systematic laser-Doppler velocimetry measurements of the scavenging flow
field were performed under motoring conditions both within the engine cylinder
and at the intake-port-cylinder interfaces. The experimental apparatus and
results are fully described in Ref.14, but a summary is included here for
completeness.

The engine used here is a modified Suzuki DT-85 three-cylinder, two-stroke
engine (see Table 1 for specifications). Fig. 1 shows a diametral cross section
through the intake and exhaust ports (viewed from the head) together with a more

detailed "unwrapped" drawing that indicates the port locations relative t9 the fiat
cylinder head used in these experiments. The engine employs one large exhaust
port (denoted A in the sketch) and six smaller intake ports (B-G). The intake port._
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and the transfer passages that connect them to the crankcase are nominally
mirror-symmetric about an axial plane between the center of the exhaust port and
the rib separating the two boost ports (D, E). This symmetry plane is offset 60 °
clockwise from the crankshai_ a_:s. For the cylinder used in the LDV

experiments, Table 2 lists the measured crank angles at which the ports are first
uncovered and.last covered by the top ring land and the piston face.

T-hie 1. DT-8.5En t:fin? _Deeifi_t_tiorm

Number of cylinders 3

Displacement 112L
Bore 84.0 mm
Stroke 72.0 mm

Connecting-rod length 135.9 mm
TDC clearance height 6.85 mm
Effective compression ratio 6.8

To provide optical access for LDV measurements, the original dished head of the
cylinder located farthest _m the flywheel was replaced by a flat quartz window
mounted on a 6.35-mm spacer ring to maintain the proper clearance volume. The
flat head simplifies the optics. The original domed piston was also machined flat,

which may alter somewhat the angles of the flows entering the cylinder through"
the intake ports in the unmodified engine.

Tah_ 2. DT.85 Port Timln_ (°ATIN_)

Geometric Feature Top Ring Land Piston Face

Exhaust Port (A)
Uncovered 85.0 90.0
Covered 275.0 270.0

Main (B,C,F,G) Ports :
Uncovered 112.5 119.5
Covered 247.5 240.5

Boost Ports (D,E):
Uncovered 116.0 123.5
Covered 244.0 236.5

Air was supplied to the engine from a critical-flow air system via a 4.75 L

mixing tank, which permitted the air to be seeded with minute ( -0.5 pm) silicone-

oil droplets to serve as light scatterers for the LDV measurements. The stock
carburetor was removed and the mixing tank connected to the crankcase intake
by a long pipe.

Pressure pulsations in the exhaust system are important to the

performance of two-stroke engines 15. 2"he pressure histories in motored and fired
engines will differ greatly. This unavoidable difference will be reflected in the
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behavior of the scavenging flows and must be kept in mind when interpreting the
motored-engine flow-field results. Furthermore, preliminary LDV
measurements and crude flow visualizations revealed that an unrealistically

strong reverse flow into the cylinder occurred when the exhaust port is first
uncovered. This b-_ackflowoccurs because, when the engine is motored, the

cylinder is already at about atmospheric pressure at exhaust-port opening, and
the piston, being near mid-stroke, is moving at about its maximum speed, so that
the cylinder volume increases rapidly and the cylinder pressure falls below the
exhaust-manifold pressure. The resulting flow from the exhaust into the cylinder
shortly before intake-port opening was sufficiently strong (,60-80 m/s at crank
angle ll5°ATDC) that it appeared likely to affect the flow field established by the
intake process. The exhaust backflow was reduced to an acceptable level (<20 m/s
at 115°) by isolating the exhaust port of the cylinder under study from the rest of
the exhaust manifold and installing a reed valve in the exhaust pipe to restrict
flow in the reverse direction. A side effect of this is that the cylinder pressure at

intake-port opening is somewhat lower, and hence the intake velocities somewhat
higher, than they would be in an unmodified, fired engine at the same delivery
ratio.

Instrumentation

The photon-correlation LDV system and data-reduction procedures have "

been described in detail previously16; consult Ref. 14 Appendix A for additional
information specific to this experiment.

The LDV measurement location (the intersection of the system's two

focused laser beams) was positioned with about 0.1-mm accuracy by moving the
entire optical system, which was rigidly mounted on a milling-machine base.
LDV data within the en_ne cylinder were acquired along two orthogonal axes
(one being the nominal symmetry axis of the port layout) at depths of 3, 26, 46 and
67 mm below the cylinder head• In some of the figures below, these diametral

measurement planes are denoted as planes A, B, C and D, respectively. Plane A
lies slightly above the midplane of the TDC clem'ance volume. Plane B is located
midway between plane A and plane C, which is situated just above the top of the
exhaust port. Plane D is slightly below the top of the main and auxiliary intake
ports. Measurements of the flow through the intake-port faces were performed at
various azimuthal locations at depths of 66 and 68 mm below the cylinder head,
corresponding to distances of 1.65 and 3.65 mm below the top of the main and
auxiliary ports.

In an auxiliary experiment, the crankcase, cylinder and exhaust pressures
were recorded simultaneously at 0.5°-crank angle intervals (see Ref. 14,
Appendix B). No modifications to the engine geometry or operating conditions
used for the LDV measurements were made for the pressure measurements.

Comparison of individual-cycle and ensemble-averaged pressure-crank-angle
traces showed no statistically significant cycle-to-cycle variation.



_ting Conditions

The LDV measurements were performed under conditions appropriate to

moderate speed, part-load ot_eration of a passenger-car two-stroke engine, as
indicated in Table 3. All the velocity data represent ensemble averages over many

engine cycles.. _-

Table 3. _ment-ql (_ra_in_ Condltionq

Engine speed (motored) 1600 rpm
Delivery ratio 0.52
Ensemble averages:

No. cycles in ensemble 560 (intake ports)
900 (in cylinder)

Data-acceptance window width 1° (intake ports)
2° (in cylinder)

Window separation 1° (intake ports)
5° (in cylinder)

THE COMPIfrER MODEL

The KIVA-II program12,13 is in wide use for modeling chemically reacting
flows with sprays in two- or three-space dimensions. KIVA-II lends itself well to
confined in-cylinder flows and a variety of open combustion systems, but can
become quite inefficient to use in complex geometries that contain such features
as inlet ports and valves, diesel prechambers, and entire transfer ports. This is
due to the large number of inactive cells that must be included in a KIVA-II
calculation, as the computational domain must be encompassed by a single

rectangular block of cells in (ij,k) logical space. There is great interest in
applying KIVA-II to the above complex geometries, however, as evidenced by the
number of studies in which KIVA-II has been applied to complex flow domains in

spite of the computational inefficiency. 17"20The multiple-block structure of the
KIVA-3 architecture offers a means of eliminating this inefficiency.

We now describe the KIVA-3 computational mesh and the parameters used

in the numerical simulation engine experiment. Figure 2(a) shows several views
of the complete mesh as it appears with the piston at BDC (bottom-dead-center,

180°). Note that in the cylinder our computational mesh does not correspond to a
cylindrical coordinate sym;tem,but is instead derived from a non-periodic mapping

of a single block of cells. Because it avoids the singularity associated with having
a mesh axis, use of such a mesh for a cylinder requires fewer cells and allows

larger timesteps when there are strong flows across the cylinder axis. The ports
attached to this cylinder were created by processing coordinate data digitized from
the actual ports, and asymmetries in the intake port geometries were accurately

reproduced by the computational mesh. For the computer model, each of the
three inflow ports consists of eight connected logical blocks of cells, and the

exhaust port is a single block. The complete mesh is thus composed of 26 blocks,



which are then patched together into a single mesh for KIVA-3 by a preprocessor

that also supplies the indices of cell neighbors, cell-face boundary condition
definitions, and flags indicating active and inactive cells and vertices. The entire
KIVA-3 mesh has-20,729 grid points. No provision in this mesh has been made to
include the presence of the ring-crevice volume that exists in the experiments.

Contrast the plots in Fig. 2(a) with those of Fig. 2(b). This is the mesh

configuration at TDC (top-dead-center, 0°) at the beginning and end of the
calculation, when there are five completely disconnected regions. To move the
piston from its TDC position to its BDC position and back again, special piston

motion logic bas been devised that differs from that of KIVA-II and that allows
the connecting and disconnecting of port volumes with the in-cylinder volume.
This logic, which we call SNAPPER, is now described.

The lowest plane of active cylinder vertices coincides with the piston face
and moves in a Lagrangian fashion with the piston velocity. All other vertices
remain stationary. Periodically, however, a new plane of piston-face vertices
replaces the old plane and assumes its role of following the piston motion. An
example with upward piston motion is shown schematically in Fig. 3. When the
bottom row of cylinder Cells has collapsed to some specified fraction of its original
height, the bottom plane is deactivated and the ne_ plane of vertices above
assumes the role sf the moving boundary. The old piston plane of vertices is

"snapped" back to its original position, which is now below the piston face, and we
perform a simple remap of the flow field onto the new mesh and redefine cell,
vertex, and cell-face flags. When the piston is moving down the procedure is

reversed and planes of cells are activated as the piston moves past them. Nothing
special need be done when the piston moves past a port, and cell neighbor arrays
need not be modified because mesh connectivity does not change. Our approach is
limitedtosquareportsand assumes thatgridlinesarehorizontalarouna the

peripheryofthecylinder.Thus theroundedportopeningsofFig.1 are

approximatedby rectangles.

At the open boundaries of the intake and exhaust ports, we specify the
experimentally measured crankcase and exhaust port pressures, respectively.
These two values of applied pressure are updated each computational cycle by

interpolating between experimental values supplied at 0.50 intervals. When flow
exits these boundaries, the pressure specification is the only boundary condition
needed. When flow enters a boundary, we flux in air that has the specified

pressure vnd that is isentropically related to a reference state of one atmosphere
and 325 K. In some earlier calculations, flow reversal at the exhaust port exit was

prohibited to mimic the reed valve used in the cold flow experiment. We obtain
better agreement with experimentally measured pressures, however, when we
allow flow to enter the exhaust port boundary. We reason that the effects of the
reed valve are already included in the imposed exhaust port pressure and that the
computational results imply flow is bypassing the reed valve at some times in the

experiment.

All calculations are begun at TDC, at which point all initial air is
isentropically related to the reference state and, depending on its location,, has the



experimentallymeasured cylinder,intakeport,orexhaustportpressure.Itis

preferabletobeginthecalculationatTDC becauseourassumptionofa null

velocityfieldas an initialconditionismore validatTDC than atany othertime.

The walltemperaturesaremaintainedat325 K. Calculationsarerun two

completeenginer_volutions,and thecalculatedcylinderpressureand trapped

mass arenearlytl_esame at360°and at720°.Each completeenginerevolution

requiresapproximately900 computationalcyclesand 1.6hourson a Cray Y-MP

operatingin singleprocessormode.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS ._ND COMPUTATIONS

In this section we compare computed and measured cylinder pressures,

delivery ratio, and ensemble-averaged velocities. Figure 4(a) gives the
experimentally measured crankcase and exhaust pressures. ARer the intake
ports open and the crankcase and cylinder pressures nearly equilibrate, the
experimentalcrankcaseand exhaustpressuresoscillateoutofphase witheach

other.Figure4(b)givesthemeasured and calculatedcylinderpressuresovera

720°period.Inthecalculation,thetopoftheexhaustportwas 44.7mm belowthe

cylinderhead,compared to47.9mm intheexperiment.Thisresultedinthe

calculatedexhaustportopeningat86oATDC, which closelycorrespondstothe

experimentalringopeningcrankangle.Othercalculationsindicateda large
sensitivityoftheTDC pressuretothepositionofthetopoftheexhaustport.The

higherthetopoftheexhaustportis,theearlieritisopenedby thedownward

pistonmotion.The 86°timinggivesthebestagreementwiththeexperimentally

measured TDC pressurebecause,ashas been notedinthe sectiondescribingthe

experiment,communicationbetween theportand thecylinderstartsas soonas

thetopringpasses.Figure4(c)isa close-upofthemeasured and calculated

cylinderpressureduringthetime periodwhen theexhaustportisopen.
Oscillationsseeninthecalculatedcylinderpressuresagreewellwith the

frequencyand amplitudesinthe experiment.

The delivery ratio is defined to be the mass of air delivered to the cylindeL'
through the inflow ports, divided by the density of dry air at standard temperature

and pressure and divided by the vol, une displaced by the cylinder. The

experimentally measured delivery ratio is 0.52, contrasted to 0.63 for the first 360 °

and 0.59 for the period 360o-720 °. Although the calculated delivery ratio varies over
the two engine cycles, very little difference is noted in the calculated velocity fields

at the same corresponding crar_k angles while the ports are open. We attribute the
difference primarily to slightly higher computed cylinder pressures during the
second engine cycle. Nevertheless, the calculated delivery ratio is greater than the
measured value. This difference may result from the approximations used for the

port shapes and sizes in the calculations. The squaring of the cross-sections of the

ports in the mesh and the exhaust port opening necessary to effect the 86 ° opening
time yield larger openings and thus larger delivery ratios.

A particularly valuable part of the calculations is the ease with w1_ch the
time history of the scavenging can be obtained. Figure 5 presents the mass of old
and new air in the cylinder as a function of crank angle during the time the ports



are open. The purging of the old air from the cylinder is approximately linear

from 130° - 270 °. Most of the new air is supplied during the period from 1200 to

150 °. During this period the flow is filling the expanding cylinder volume with
only a minor portion of old air exiting through the exhaust. After the first
calculated cycle ot_operation, new air makes up 54% of the trapped mass after the
ports are closed.The rest of the new air is short-circuited to the exhaust with a
minor portion to the intake port channels.

We now compare experimentally measured velocities with computed
velocities. Figures 6(a) - (i) give comparisons of in-cylinder velocities at crank

angles of 115°, 125°, 135°, 150°, 180°, 260 °, 295 °, 330 ° and 360 ° ATDC. Figures 7(a) -
(d) give comparisons of velocities in planes of the intake ports/cylinder interface at

130 °, 135 °, 1400 and 150° ATDC. Only the computed velocities at the experimental
measurement locations are shown in the figures.

We do not attempt here to quantify the differences between experiment and
calculation, but we make some observations concerning general areas of
agreement and disagreement. First, the agreement in Figs. 6(a)-(i) gets better as

we move away from the exhaust port opening time. At 115 ° both the experiment
and the calculation show flow entering the cylinder from the exhaust in the plane
C, just above the top of the experimental exhaust port. This plane is anomalous -
because of the aforementioned differences in the calculated and experimental
exhaust port height. Plane C in the calculations is below the top of thr exhaust
port. Even so, reverse flow persists longer in the calculation than in the

experiment, as can be seen in the plots at 1250. Also at 1250, the effect of the boost
port r_ng opening is especially pronounced in the measurements taken in the

nominal symmetry plane. The piston face has not yet opened that port in the

calculations. At 1350 the upward flow in the symmetry plane, which is caused by
the convergence of the intake flows, is considerably stronger in the calculation
than in the experiment. The measured asymmetry is very pronounced as

evidenced by the highly complex flow in plane C. At 1500 the experimental
velocities in the symmetry plane show a tumbling motion that begins to establish

itself in the computed flow field. From 180 ° onward, the experimental tumbling
motion is well reproduced by the calculation, as are the velocities in all other
planes with the exception of a small residual swirl lei_ in the measured velocity
field at 360 °.

In general, there is more asymmetry in the experimental velocity fields of
Figs. 6(a)-(i) than in the calculated ones. The symmetry of the computed flow field
is obtained despite the fact that asymmetries in the intake port geometries are
represented with the computational mesh. Such asymmetry would result if,
instead of applying a single crankcase pressure, different pressures pertained at
the crankcase boundaries of the intake ports. Figures 7(a)-(c) show a fair degree of
symmetry in the experimental velocities entering the cylinder from the side ports,
but Fig. 7(d) shows some asymmetry that is not seen in the calculation and that
could be the result of unequal pressures.



The computed velocities entering the side ports in Figs. 7(a)-(c) agree well

with the experimentally measured values. Not shown in these figures is the tilt
angle of the flow through the ports. The calculated tilt angles agree well with the

observations of approximately 300 in the main and auxiliary ports and

approximately 45 ° in the boost port measured near the midspan of the ports. We
note, however, that although the calculated flow from the auxiliary and main
ports is tilted upwards at the port, it turns downward upon entry to follow the
piston. In Fig. 7(d), as has been observed above, there is some asymmetry in the

experimental velocities that is not reproduced in the calculation. The calculations
show cylinder flow into _he boost port while the experiments show cylinder flow

into a portion of the boost port and into an auxiliary port at 150 °. In general the
calculated velocities entering the boost port are smaller than the experimentally
measured values, which could again be caused if a different pressure pertained at

the crankcase boundary of the boost port than at the corresponding boundaries of
the side ports. Since flow from the boost port is instrumental in causing the
tumbling motion seen in the symmetry plane plots, some of the disagreement
between the calculated and measured tumbling motion is probably caused by the

reduced boost port flow in the calculation.

CONCLUSIONS
li

This paper shows detailed comparisons of computed results with
measurements of the three-dimensional, unsteady scavenging flows of a motored

two-stroke engine. Laser Doppler velocimetry measurements were made on a
modified Suzuki DT-85 ported engine. Calculations were performed using
KIVA-3, a computer program that efficiently solves the intake and exhaust port
flows along with those in the cylinder. Measured and computed cylinder
pressures and velocities are compared. Pressures agree well over the cycle as do
the velocities at the intake ports. In-cylinder velocities differ in detail, but the
tumblingmotionin thecylinderiswellreplicatedinthesymmetry planeofthe

cylinder.The calculateddeliveryratiois14% greaterthanthemeasured valueat

theseoperatingconditions.

Some ofthelargestdifferencesbetweenmeasured and calculatedvelocity

fieldsoccurduringtheinitialperiodofportopeningson thedownward strokeof

theengine.Probablecausesforthesedifferencesarethatdespitetheobvious

complexityofthe computingmesh used,an even more complexone isneeded,one
which accountsforroundedportcomers and ring-crevicevolumes.This latter

particularlyaffectsthecommunicationtimingbetweentheportsand thecylinder.

Further,asymmetriesin themeasured velocityfieldsuggestthatspatially

varyingconditionsarepresentinthecrankcase,resultingin a differentpressure

historyforeachintakeopening.
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FigureCaptions

Fig.1 SchematicdrawingofthemodifiedSuzukiDT-85 engine,showinga

diametralsross-sectionthroughthe portsand _'unwrapped"cylinder

indicating_he portlocations.

Fig.2 The KIVA-3 computingmesh withthepistonat(a)180°and (b)0°.

Fig.3 Schematicshowingthe stepsinthe "snapper"procedureformesh

reconnectionatthecylinder-portinterface.

Fig.4 (a)Experimentalvaluesofcrankcaseand exhaustpressure.

(b)Experimentaland calculatedcylinderpressuresovertwo engine

cycles.

(c)Close-upofthemeasured and calculatedcylinderpressure.

Fig.5 Calculatedoldand new airmass inthe cylinder.

Fig.6 Measured (left)and calculated(right)velocitiesat specifiedcrankangles.

The verticalviewingplaneisthroughthenominalsymmetry axisofthe

cylinder.The horizontalplanesareidentifiedinthefiguresand thetext.

Fig.7 Measured (left)and calculated(right)velocitiesattheport-cylinder
interfacesattheindicatedcrankanglesand distancefrom thehead.
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